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Vocabulary and RATA Model Lesson 
iLit ELL 

iLit ELL 
Vocabulary and Read Aloud 
Think Aloud Model Lesson 

Reader Note:  

Outside materials were used, such as whiteboards. Attention to conversation throughout is utilized in iLit ELL. 

Day 1—Vocabulary and Read Aloud Think Aloud (modified iLit ELL lesson for shorter period) 

SIOP Planning— 

Content Objectives: two Vocabulary words. Students 

will learn about Visualization. 

Language objectives- students will be able to use the 

vocabulary in sentences. Students use the words 

flexibly. Students will write down details from the story 

as they work on the Visualization skill.   

Vocabulary: Word 1: Calloused- survey 

Plan:  

1)Say word—have student repeat

2) Calloused Cognate is --Caloso

2)Students Examine photo- Prompt: What is

happening?

3)Examine sentence—2 clues:

• After years of doing Gymnastics Haley had
rough, calloused hands—rough is a synonym.

Word 2: Lurched- survey 

Plan:  

1) Say word- have students repeat

2)Students Examine photo- Prompt:

What is happening?

3) Examine the sentence: Use

student words to replace the word

lurched.
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Question: How did she get rough, calloused 
feet? 

• I used the second box suggestion: Described
how gymnast begins with delicate feet and then
over time—with repetition the feet become
calloused. Question: How would this help a
gymnast?

4) Examine Excerpt: My father put his broad, calloused

hands...

• Question: What kind of job would someone do
to get rough calloused hands. Turn and Talk—
share out in full sentence

5) Knowledge check

• Suggestion from button:
How would it feel to be on
this ship? What does a ship
on calm water look like?

4)“Show me what you do when 

someone slams on the brakes?” 

5) Let’s look at the excerpt—Why

does the boy have to hold on when

the wagon lurched?

6) Talk with your neighbor and name

an amusement park ride that would

make you Lurch… share out—other

person talk—in full sentence

7) Knowledge Check

Planning: Using the buttons—

teacher identified that Callous has a 

Spanish cognate- calloso. 

ELP button identifies how to scaffold 

and adjust the lesson for varying 

proficiencies. This was a group of 

Long Term English learners so the 

teacher decided to have them use 
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the words in sentences to help them 

use the word flexibly 

The Blue buttons were utilized to 

propel the conversation. The teacher 

noted talking points from each of 

the buttons that would be 

appropriate for the lesson. 

Plan: I wanted to be sure to have students grapple with the word and use it in a sentence. These are LTELs 

and I did not provide them with a sentence stem because they have been working on answering questions in 

full sentences. If this group needed additional support I would have provided the sentence stem  

I also planned for them to begin a word card for each word in their notebook to finished during worktime—I 

ran out of time. 
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We did not have time for Academic Vocabulary because of time constraints. 

RATA Lesson 2.4 Code Talker Level G 

RATA Plan: SIOP-- Audio 

supported text 

Set the objective—

Visualization so 

students knew exactly 

what they were 

working on. 

1) The teacher used

the PD suggestion to

make connections for

visualization:  hear,

see, feel, taste, etc.—

Gave an example--Ask

them to visualize hot

bread or hot cookies

coming out of the

oven…

2) When she started

the story the first

stopping point

incorporated a

visualization of

mother—Teacher

walks through this--

later the assignment

will incorporate all of

the visualization

categories.
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The remainder 

of this plan 

reflects what 

would have 

been taught in 

Classroom 

Conversations 

and Work Time. 

1) SIOP: Scaffolding:

Response Boards—

2)Assigned each row

a Character

Worksheet: What do

you see, hear, feel

3)They worked on

their own and with

their partner to

classify the

descriptions

4) 5 minutes—

5) SIOP Use

appropriate academic

language in

conversation—

(Language Objective)

• Review and
have on
board: I want
to hear a
conversation.
Remember to
use the rules
of
conversation
we talked
about—listen,
look in the
eyes, face
each other,
respect: Use
these phrases:
In my
opinion, I
agree
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because, I 
disagree 
because, if no 
one is 
talking—ask:  
What do you 
think? Why 
do you think 
that? 

• Then they
turned and
discussed I
used
Language
objective—
focused on
certain pairs
of students,
marked on
chart, I was
aware of the
varied
language
proficiencies
and expected
more out of
some of the
students.

• ** Should
have asked
them
questions

• The final
assignment
will focus on
categorizing
descriptions
by: hear, see
and taste so
this is a
scaffold for
that.

**I prepped students the day before with a brief history about Code Talkers—Students did not know what 

Native Americans are—I showed them photos, a map showing reservations in U.S.  

Did not have time to model the conversation—but we had talked about it the previous day 
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Work 

Time 

SIOP: Model the Visualizing Assignment 

Have student read the directions—explain what they will do to each other 

Small Group—I was going to pull a small group to work on the assignment 

Wrap Up I was going to have them tell me 10 things about all of the characters-- 

Ran out of time—they were promised they could leave early. 

Next Steps: I would continue the assignment at the beginning of the next period and then continue to finish 

the RATA—there is a new Classroom Conversation that I did not get to— 

They would categorize it on a journal page—This would require that they knew how to refer back to the text 

from journal—they would answer question—what reasons did Uncle give for KiiYashi to attend the school—

are they reasonable-- and then discuss in groups or partners. 

 SIOP—Coming back to you—allowed wait time to answer question—came back… 
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